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   ORDER FORM 
To order, please 1) review the descriptions in the following pages. 2) Print out this first page only, the Order 
Form. 3) Fill in the form manually. 4) Take a photo or scan the completed form. 5) Email a pdf or jpg to email 
above. 
RECEIVING: Picking up your order is best. Upper West side of Manhattan; this is not a storefront. Shipping & 
Handling: All shipping done through USPS. Please allow one week delivery from date of payment. No Priority, 

Express or other rapid shipping (too big a carbon footprint). 
PAYMENT: Cash (for picking up in person) or PayPal (for all mailing or picking up in person). 
ALL PRICES ARE BELOW WHOLESALE. ALL INVENTORY IS LIMITED. NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING. 
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PLEASE PRINT 

ORDER DATE: 
____________________________________ 

NAME:  
____________________________________ 

EMAIL:  
____________________________________ 

TYPE OF PAYMENT: 
CASH  _____ 
PAYPAL _____ 

FOR ALL MAILING 
PAYING BY PAYPAL 

NAME ON PAYPAL ACCOUNT: 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

SHIPPING ADDRESS: 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 
____________________________________ 

ZIP CODE: __________________________ 

PHONE: 
____________________________________

CARD NAME PRICE PER 
PACKET

NUMBER 
OF 
PACKETS

PRICE  

HOLIDAY CARDS EXAMPLE: 
8.75 4 35.00

1 “PEACE STARS” 8.75

2 “SNOWFALL” 8.75

3 “SNOWY PINE” 8.75

4 “STARGLOW” 8.75

BLANK NOTE & SPECIAL OCCASION CARDS

5 

5A 

5B

“BIG RED LIPSTICK SMILE”
Blank Card

8.75

“BIG RED LIPSTICK SMILE”
THANK YOU

8.75

“BIG RED LIPSTICK SMILE”
PILLOWNOTE  (10 pack)

7.50

6A “LILIES ASSORTMENT”
Blank Card

8.75

6B “LILIES ASSORTMENT”
THANK YOU

8.75

7 “SHINY BUTTERFLY” 8.75

8 “FLORAL GARDEN” 8.75

9 “CAFÉ CUP” 8.75

10 “CAFÉ CREAMER” 8.75

11 “GINGKO LEAVES…” 8.75

12 “RED MAPLE LEAVES…” 8.75

13 “LACEY VALENTINE” 8.75

14 “SUNSHINE” 8.75

15 “EXPANDING LOTUS 
FLOWER” 

30.00

16 “PILLOW ROSE” (10 pack) 7.50

PRICE SUB-TOTAL 

SHIPPING & HANDLING (chart at right)

GRAND TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING 

up to 10.00………………………. 3.50 
10.01-25.00……………………… 7.00 
25.01-50.00…………………… . 10.75 
50.01-100.00……………………13.00 
100.01 and more……………….. 17.80 
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DESCRIPTION LIST 
(NO NEED TO PRINT THESE PAGES) 

ALL PRICES ARE BELOW WHOLESALE. ALL INVENTORY IS LIMITED. NO INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING.  
Cards are sold only in packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes, except pillownotes, which come in packets of ten with no 
envelopes. Cards are hand-printed* on archival paper**.  
 * All “LILIES” cards are ink-jet printed from a digital file.  
 ** “EXPANDING LOTUS FLOWER”  and “PILLOWROSE” are not on archival paper. 

SIZE: 4” x 6” 
(folded) 
Open: 6” x 9”

CARD NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE 
PER 

PACKET

HOLIDAY CARDS
1 “PEACE STARS” What many of us wish upon a star for. The brightest stars in this 

deep blue night sky spell ‘PEACE’. (Printing technique: Linocut)

NO TEXT 

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes.

8.75

2 “SNOWFALL” Snowflakes are gently falling into softness. They seem to feel as 
delicate as they look. (Printing technique: Letterpress)

Inside TEXT in black:
Seasons of Hope / Years of Joy

NOTE: There are three variations of these cards. Packets 
contain an undetermined combination of the three versions. 

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes.

8.75

3 “SNOWY PINE” A sturdy solo pine is seen in a filed of snow, night-lit in a 
snowstorm. (Printing technique: Letterpress)

Inside TEXT in blue: 

’May the bright glow of the season/ remain with you/ 
throughout the year ahead./ HAPPY HOLIDAYS’  

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes.

8.75

4 “STARGLOW”   In a deep winter’s night there are sparkles and glows of stars, 
signifying hope. None are distinct, yet their glow is certain. 
(Printing technique: Letterpress)

Inside TEXT in blue: 
May the bright glow of the season remain with you 
throughout the year ahead. HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes.

8.75
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BLANK NOTE & SPECIAL OCCASION CARDS

5 

5
A 

5
B

“BIG RED 
LIPSTICK SMILE”

Blank Card

Send a smile in an envelope. 

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes. (Printing 
technique: Letterpress)

Blank Card/No Text

8.75

“BIG RED 
LIPSTICK SMILE”

Thank You

Thank someone with a kiss in an envelope. 

Inside TEXT in red: 
Thank You

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes. (Printing 
technique: Letterpress)

8.75

“BIG RED 
LIPSTICK SMILE”

PILLOWNOTE

Pillownotes are small. Tuck one or more of these in a pillow or a 
lunchbox or a phone case or….
SIZE: 2” x 3” (folded) 
Open: 4” x 3”  
No Text

Pillownotes: packets of ten with no envelopes. (Printing 
technique: Letterpress)

7.50

6
A

“LILIES 
ASSORTMENT”

Blank Card

Five different types of lilies, one per card in each packet. All 
have the same coloration, green background with white flowers, 
dark green leaves. The five types are: day lily, amaryllis, cala, 
lily of the valley, water lily. 

Packets of five cards and five white A6 envelopes.

Blank Card/No Text

Images were hand-drawn into computer software and printed by 
ink-jet on archival paper.

8.75

6
B

“LILIES 
ASSORTMENT”

Thank You

Same images as above, five different types of lilies, one per 
card in each packet. These occupy a smaller portion of the card 
front, with a dark green border and white margin.

Thank You is printed on the outside, the inside is blank. 

Images were hand-drawn into computer software and printed by 
ink-jet on archival paper.

8.75

7 “SHINY 
BUTTERFLY”

Inspired by the colors of tropical butterflies. Shiny, Iridescent 
inks on black paper. Visible writing can be done with many white 
or metallic pens or pencils. Although similar, no  two cards are 
the same.
(Printing technique: Monoprint)

Blank Card/No Text

8.75

SIZE: 4” x 6” 
(folded) 
Open: 6” x 9”

CARD NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE 
PER 

PACKET
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8 “FLORAL 
GARDEN” 

A colorful summer flower garden. (Printing technique: 
Letterpress)


Blank Card/No Text

8.75

9 “CAFÉ CUP” Evoking a quiet time at a cafe, when a conversation deepens or 
a note is written. The image is a version of one of multiple 
drawings I’ve done on the same theme. (Printing technique: 
Etching)

Blank Card/No Text

8.75

10 “CAFÉ 
CREAMER”

8.75

11 “GINGKO 
LEAVES IN RAIN”

A frond of green ginkgo leaves endure a summer shower, 
hanging from an invisible branch. (Printing technique: Etching)


Card folds midway within image.


Blank Card/No Text

8.75

12 “RED MAPLE 
LEAVES IN RAIN”

Fallen autumn leaves are reminders of time passing. And of 
people you’ve not been in touch with for a while or who deserve 
a hand-written note. (Printing technique: Etching, Stencil)

Blank Card/No Text

8.75

13 “LACEY 
VALENTINE”

Two delicately colored hearts nestling, caressing each other. 

Inside TEXT in red: 
For My Sweetheart

Card folds midway within image. (Printing technique: Stencil)

8.75

SIZE: 4” x 6” 
(folded) 
Open: 6” x 9”

CARD NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE 
PER 

PACKET
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14 “SUNSHINE”  A bright radiating sun expresses the warmth of friendship and 
love. 

Inside TEXT in orange: 
You Are My Sunshine

8.75

15 “EXPANDING 
LOTUS FLOWER” 

30.00

16 “PILLOW ROSE” Want something secret? private? fun? loving? to tell somebody 
you’re thinking of them? Want to leave someone a special small 
note? Tuck one or more of these in a pillow or a lunchbox or a 
phone case or….
SIZE: 2” x 3” (folded) 
Open: 4” x 3” 

No Text

Printed in black on Asian paper. The printed side is red paper 
with gold threads, the inside is solid red and can be written on.  
This is not archival paper. (Printing technique: Linocut)

Pillownotes: packets of ten with no envelopes.

7.50

SIZE: 4” x 6” 
(folded) 
Open: 6” x 9”

CARD NAME DESCRIPTION PRICE 
PER 

PACKET

This card comes folded to 4” x 4”. Through three stages of 
unfolding, it opens fully to 8” x 8”, revealing a full lotus flower. 
(Inspired by the myth-like Udumbara.)  These cards are 
packaged with instructions for opening. Printed in multiple 
colors  on Asian paper. The printed side is red paper with gold 
threads, the back is sold red Both sides can be written on.  This 
is not archival paper. (Printing technique: Etching)

Blank Card/No Text
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